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VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS

Understand the Weaknesses in Your IT Stack
Discover, categorise, and fingerprint security holes in your infrastructure, systems, web applications 
and tech assets.

Meet your IT security needs: Reflare’s strategic alliance with Dot.Bit delivers cost-effective vulnerability 
assessment solutions for your technologies and teams. Our integrated training and audit offering helps you 
achieve your security requirements.

Discuss How Our Vulnerability Scanning 
Solutions Can Support Your Organisation

 Contact our dedicated support team at:  support@reflare.com

Who are Vulnerability Assessments for?

Vulnerability assessments are for organisations who are proactively looking to 
strengthen the resilience of their technology.

Our vulnerability assessments enable discovery, categorisation, and fingerprinting of 
the security holes – vulnerabilities in organisation’s IT assets which include network 
infrastructure, operating systems, hypervisors, servers, standalone server 
applications, web applications, databases, and user endpoints.

All these assets are susceptible to security vulnerabilities, whether they are resulting 
from design flaws or poorly configured and maintained systems. With growing 
complexity of IT systems and applications, new vulnerabilities are harder to detect, 
making them attractive for exploitation.

When your assets are vulnerable and threats are present, major risks occur.

How Do We Help?

During a vulnerability assessment our team will work with you to identify areas in need 
of an assessment, establish the scope of the assessment and gather the data required 
for the assessment. From there, our specialists will verify every part of the covered 
infrastructure to make sure your systems are as secure as they can be.

As part of our process, we will;

• Work with your team rather than against them,
• Find issues that external approaches like penetration testing cannot,
• Reduce the risk of unintended crashes, and
• Double-check the work of your IT team.

Unlike more offensive approaches like penetration tests, vulnerability assessments 
look at your infrastructure from the inside and thus cause less strain on your 
systems. The risk of an unintended system failure is also greatly reduced.

Vulnerability assessments are a powerful and proactive tool to improve the security 
of your infrastructure.
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